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MORPHOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION OF AN IMPLICATIVE COMPONENT IN ADVERTISING
(ON ENGLISH AD COPY BASIS)

The article deals with the implicative component in ad texts from the point of view of its morphological representation. It was found out that a thoroughly considered usage of adjectives, degrees of comparison, in particular, pronouns, adverbs, nouns, verbs is done by ad text writers as an efficient method of influence on a recipient’s mind.
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In today’s world advertising gained a foothold. Nowadays it became an integral part of our life. In spite of the fact that society conceives it with a great piece of irritation and anger it is obvious that community still needs advertising as a method of promoting goods.

Advertising is a special type of communication with its rules, symbols and specific usage of linguistic means [1]. To control public mind without an obsessive intention addresser has to use covert meanings in an ad text or implicit meanings. Correlation of explicit and implicit parts in a promotional text can be shown up as mix of visible and covert meanings of an ad copy. This fact takes on hosting duties concerning development and elaboration of strategies for revealing and interpretation of implicit information using cognitive, logic and pragmatic approaches.

From the pragmalinguistics perspective multiplicity of implicative category in textual environment still does not have complex character and this fact determines the relevance of this work. The subject area of this study is verbal markers of implicit information in ad copies. The specific topic is English modern text of a commercial advertising.

The main functions of advertising are informative, expressive and pragmatic. Informative function consists in circulation of certain information about promoted item. Expressive function provides congestion of information with appraisive and emotional connotations; on the other hand pragmatic one is responsible for balance of explicit and implicit parts in a promotional text can be shown up as mix of visible and covert meanings of an ad copy. This fact takes on hosting duties concerning development and elaboration of strategies for revealing and interpretation of implicit information using cognitive, logic and pragmatic approaches.

The necessity of domination of certain parameters according to communicative strategy that is responsible for balance of explicit and implicit information in textual environment of advertising, defines a method of furnishing information that now is called advertising text models. In this article we relied on classification of verbal models by Dedyuhin: they are communicative, affective and expressive professional models.

Implicative construction of a recipient in an ad message works for basis of communicative model of verbal information ad copy organization. This level of communicative model organization has explicit and implicit direction [3].

Explicit vector is shown up in some lexical and syntactic forms (for example, interrogative constructions that are full of efficient selected vocabulary):

- Extremely damaged hair? Will you cut it when you can repair it? L’Oreal (6)
- Is the arthritis pain keeps you awake at night? Joint Flex (7)
- Implicative units can be revealed through covert meanings which were introduced into ad text by addresser and which have to attract recipients’ attention and which addresssee decodes according to linguo-cultural and individually psychological peculiarities:

Who wants to look young? Renergie Lift Volunetry (8), How far would you go to look younger? Nip+Fab Venom Cream (9)

Traditional and rhetorical interrogative constructions are quite effective method for attracting customers’ attention, because an addressee on cognitive level already gives an answer. Interrogative means in an ad copy actualize implicit elements, which affect consumers’ emotions during the process of decoding. This verbal construction is effective mainly because of making a tacit dialog with a reader of a promotional text. Recipient gives an answer and so takes part in implicit communication with advertiser and till the very end comes to the conclusion that promoted product is quite unique [4].

Ad text is aimed at maximal pragmatic effect as a result and this fact presents advertiser with complicated process of selection of lexical units. Affective ad text model contains two types: egocentric and postulate models.

In the context of social means egocentrism is characterized as an affirmation of one’s own self-position [5]. Affective egocentric model is based on relation of a subject of advertisement to the surroundings though the retrospect of one’s self and one’s own demands by means of realization in promotional texts implicit information that persuades a potential customer to buy the product because it is the best choice for him.
Loose weight your way. Hydroxycut (7). Daily entertainment news you won’t want to miss. OK! Magazine (9). Give your joints an edge. Edge Pills (9). Discover the skin you were born to have. Clinique (10). Your destination to indulge every Impulse. Macy’s (10).

In the past decade advertising has turned into an art form, that can influence not only an individual customer but also spiritual life of the society overall. Advertiser always looks for new ways of expressing of products features and this causes appearance of ad text in form of postulates. Addresser influences the addressee’s cognition with his reliance of speech introducing his statement as an axiom or postulate that will be accepted by recipient without any evidence:


Nowadays marketing is a complex and multifaceted social phenomenon. Since progressive development of the society recent customers think that the main purpose of advertising is to persuade a potential customer that promoted product is necessary to buy and it is a leading item among similar products. Taking into account such facts advertisers have to think over every detail before creating ad copies and carefully work out its lexical interpretation in case to provoke potential audience interest.

Pragmatic meaning of an ad copy determines an effective selection of resources for its future manipulative ploy. Implicitness under such conditions takes up a dominant position. The problem of covert information in ad discourse fragments is explained by intralingual and extralingual factors and analyzed by such linguists as Vladimir Arnold, Ilya Galperin, Vera Zirka, Genadiy Kolshanskiy, Valeria Kucharenko, Galina Chulanova, Galina Molchanova, Natalia Reva.

Advertising text belongs to mass influence texts. Olga Medvedeva determines ad text as a type of mass communication where one creates and distributes informational figurative, evocative and suggestive texts on a monodirectional and impersonal basis [1]. These texts are paid by advertiser and addressed to some groups of people in order to drive them at certain choice or action. Effectiveness of ad communication depends on good compositional order of information and verbal content of the promotional text.

Zelinska notices that ad copy is characterized by completeness of verbal and nonverbal text organization; it is complex compositional formation, verbal text which has such main functions as informing, motivating and stimulating to act as it was suggested in advance.

Without doubt advertising uses explicit and implicit message components and to it reach desired result in realization of advertisement message pragmatics.

Implicit information plays important role, its misinterpreting often leads to ethical conflicts. To make ad copy unobtrusive for customers and lightly affect their perception one has to use implicit meanings in a right way that in turn will assign covert component a dominant position in advertising process.

It is important to determine peculiarities of morphological units’ arrangement and their aspects that in turn will help to identify customers’ conceptuality, to define suggestive role in making contact process with analytical seats of mind of a receiver and to analyze advertisers’ ideas concerning promotional activities.

Adjectives characterize features and qualities of an object; they are used as good representatives of promoted products:


Adjective units implicate qualitative information about a product and hence persuade a potential customer to buy promoted goods.

Degrees of comparison of adjectives are also very popular coding method of promoted item high appraisal:


Degrees of comparison of adjectives contain the sense of quality of the promoted item. Usage of these lexical units makes a promoted thing the most unique among other similar products and a recipient decodes implicit information after that regards the product as the best for him.

Implementation of nouns in an ad text is intended to relate a product with applied substantive:


Nominative nature of these lexical units tacitly contains features of a referred object. As the result a recipient reflexively correlates proposed item with nouns that present verbal structure of the advertisement.

Verbal lexical units in an ad text are used to express an action and show the dynamic of an advertisement:


Verbal lexical units at the extralingual level give progression an opportunity to show up in a slogan or in a statement and this point is especially important for a recipient in a process of creation in his mind images and impressions that are so enjoyable for an addressee and also induce him/her to buy the promoted product.

Usage of forms of numerals in ad copies is an important way to make information more clear, to concretize and specify it. Quite often advertisers use numerals in order to make an accent on uniqueness of his product among other goods; this method also effectively helps to create covert dialogue between addresser and addressee that in case creates for person conditions for positive reception of sense of a product.
We get you. Vida (10), Celebrate your Christmas moments. Pandora (8), Fashion that delivers. Net-A-Porter (8), Reinvent yourself. Jaeger-leCoultre (11), I discovered. Dr. Levens’s (6), Trust your tan. Jbronze (10), Launch your day with a moustaiing body spray. Cocoa Bitter (9), Style your smile this spring. Colgate (6).

Advertisers carefully try lexical units that foreground implicit information according to direct relation of promoted product to potential consumer.

After peculiarities of advertising language were studied it was found out that specialty of different parts of speech in promotional texts helps effectively introduce implicit information that advertiser codes in an ad copy in order to make an influence on potential customer.

A process of decoding of ad text by recipient is accompanied by underlying meanings that were intended by an author. The category of implicitness is responsible for actualization of covert information and in addition lands the dominant role that gives us reasons to identify it as a dominant element of ad copy content.

Potential future directions of research we envisage in thorough study of the category of implicitness in creolised texts scrutinizing the unity of verbal and nonverbal constituents of advertising.
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В статье рассмотрено использование лингво-информационного подхода для исследования сложных слов на структурном уровне. Разработаны основные положения теории гармонического построения сложных слов на засадах концепции «золотой» пропорции; предложена методология исследования гармонического построения сложных слов у концепции «золотой» пропорции, что спрашивает на лингво-информационном подходе так сущей информационных технологий. Ключевые слова: композит, юкстапозит, лингво-информационный подход, «золотая» пропорция, числа Фибоначчи, закон гармонийного деления.

The development of the theory of linguistics, including derivation, requires a choice of methods and approaches, borrowing the achievements of other sciences. Experimental studies in linguistics must in turn also involve the use of methodological tools and hardware information technologies. The choice of basic shapes depending on the specific direction of linguistic research, the nature of the problems and challenges faced by linguists at present and in the future.